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Abstract
We give an example of a compact space with two non-equivalent piecewise *at non-positively curved
geodesically complete triangulations that agree on each stratum. ? 2002 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.
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1. Introduction
Two triangulations on a space that agree on each stratum are not necessarily PL equivalent,
because we can glue these strata in di6erent ways. Indeed, Anderson and Hsiang [1] gave obstruc-
tions for this problem, which depend on the lower K groups of the links of the strata. Also, Farrell
and Jones [7] proved that the lower K groups of a non-positively curved manifold are zero. These
two facts motivate the following problem about the uniqueness of triangulations on non-positively
curved simplicial complexes. Explicitly, given two triangulations on a compact space that agree
in each stratum, are piecewise *at non-positively curved and geodesically complete (that is, every
geodesic can always be extended to the real line), we ask if they are PL equivalent. In this short
note, we give an example of a compact space with two non-equivalent piecewise *at non-positively
curved geodesically complete triangulations that agree on each stratum. We remark that there are
similar examples with riemannian manifolds, in dimensions greater than >ve (see [13,8]), but these
examples are di6erent in nature because PL-manifold theory is di6erent from strati>ed PL theory:
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the obstruction for the concordance of two PL structures on a manifold Mn, n¿ 4, lies in H 3(M;Z2)
(see [11]), while, as mentioned before, the Anderson–Hsiang obstructions lie in the lower K groups
of the links of the strata.
Also, remark that there are examples of spaces with two non-equivalent triangulations (that agree
on each strata), one being piecewise *at non-positively curved and the other not admitting a piecewise
*at non-positively curved triangulation. Just take, for instance, Milnor’s example (see [12]). (We
can obtain geodesic completeness by modifying Milnor’s example a little bit. See the last section
for some details.) Note again that there are similar examples in the manifold category: just take a
*at torus, a PL-exotic torus and use the *at torus theorem (see [3]). But, again, these examples are
di6erent in nature (the obstructions lie in H 3(Tn;Z2)). Note that Milnor’s example says that to decide
if a simplicial complex admits a piecewise *at non-positively curved metric we need information
about the gluing of the strata. That is, the property of “admitting a piecewise *at non-positively
curved metric” depends on how we glue the strata.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. We will use the following gluing theorem (see [3]). If we glue two compact non-positively
curved spaces along compact locally convex subspaces via an isometry; the resulting quotient space
is non-positively curved.
2.2. Let K be a piecewise *at simplicial complex and S be any set of simplices of K . De>ne
T (K;S) to be the piecewise *at simplicial complex obtained by identifying each simplex 
ni in S
with a ni-simplex on a (large enough) *at torus Tni+1; isometric to 
ni . By (2:1) if K is non-positively
curved then T (K;S) also is; for any S. Note that T (K;S) is homotopically equivalent to the wedge
of K with several tori.
2.3. We say that a simplicial complex K has a free face 
n if 
n is a simplex of K that is the
face of exactly one n + 1 simplex 
n+1 of K . We will need the following lemma proved in [2]
(see also [3]).
Lemma 2.3.1. Let K be a 7nite non-positively curved piecewise 9at simplicial complex. Then the
following statements are equivalent:
(1) K is geodesically complete.
(2) K does not have a free face.
Remarks.
1. If K is not non-positively curved; then K may be non-geodesically complete without free faces.
Consider; for instance; K to be the boundary of a 3-simplex.
2. Does the lemma above remain true if we drop the piecewise *at condition? Let K be a >nite
simplicial complex with a non-positively curved geodesic metric (not necessarily piecewise *at).
It is not diMcult to prove that if [a; b] is a geodesic segment that cannot be continued at b; then
link (b; K) must be contractible. Hence; at least; (2) implies (1) above; for any non-positively
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curved geodesic metric (not necessarily piecewise *at). As a consequence we get that a >nite
contractible complex without free faces does not admit a non-positively curved geodesic metric.
2.4. Let X be a simply connected space with a piecewise *at non-positively curved triangulation K .
We say that A ⊂ X is star shaped if there is a point x0 (called the center) such that for all a∈A;
the (unique; see [10]) geodesic segment joining a to x0 is contained in A. In the following lemma
the symbol denotes simple homotopy; in the sense of [4].
Lemma 2.4.1. Let K be a piecewise 9at non-positively curved triangulation of X. Let also x0 ∈K
and A ⊂ X be star shaped with center x0; such that star(x0; K) ⊂ int(A). Then A \ star(x0; K)
link(x0; K) (rel link(x0; K)):
Proof. We use the groups Wh(link(x0; K)) of spaces with -controlled deformation retracts onto
link(x0; K) de>ned in [6]. Note that contraction along geodesics emanating from x0 de>nes a defor-
mation retract r of A \ star(x0; K) in link(x0; K) (see [10]). We have that r is 0-controlled (see [6;
p. 13]); so that r ∈Wh(link(x0; K)); for all . We use the following result of [6] (see Corollary 1
on p. 73).
For every  there is a ¡ such that Wh(link(x0; K))→ Wh(link(x0; K)) is zero.
(The map here is the inclusion map: every -controlled deformation retract is also -controlled,
for ¡.) Then r = 0∈Wh(link(x0; K)).
This implies A \ star(x0; K) link(x0; K) (rel link(x0; K)). This completes the proof of the
lemma.
2.5. Let K be a >nite simplicial complex. De>ne the cone CK over K to be the PL join p ∗ K for
some point p that we call the vertex of the cone. We have that cones always admit a subdivision
that is non-positively curved. Here is an idea how to do this. Note >rst that CK=p∗K is the union
of simplices p ∗ 
m; with 
m a simplex of K . Hence; because of (2:1); it is enough to show the
following fact:
Every simplex 
n=p ∗
n−1 can be given a canonical non-positively curved triangulation  n such
that the following two conditions are satis>ed:
(an) Every subcomplex of p ∗ @
n−1 is locally convex.
(bn)  n|
k =  k , for every 
k = p ∗ 
k−1, where 
k−1 is a simplex of @
n−1.
To obtain this de>ne  n by induction. For n= 0 we have no choice. Suppose  n−1 is de>ned and
satis>es (ak) (bk), k6 n − 1. Now, take 
n = p ∗ 
n−1 and note that p ∗ @
n−1 is the union of
all simplices of @
n that contain the vertex p. Then, by (2:1), (an−1) and (bn−1), gluing simplices

n−1 = p ∗ 
n−2, 
n−2 ⊂ @
n−1, with metric  n−1, along simplices of the form p ∗ 
n−3, gives
us a non-positively curved triangulation of p ∗ @
n−1 satisfying (an) and (bn). Finally, because
(p ∗ @
n−1)× [0; 1] ∼=PL 
n, we can obtain  n just by crossing with [0; 1] (product metric).
3. Construction of the example
We give an example of a compact space with two non-equivalent non-positively curved piecewise
*at geodesically complete triangulations.
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Let H be a PL h-cobordism (of dimension ¿ 6) between M1 and M2, such that M1 is not PL
homeomorphic to M2 (see [9]).
De>ne Yi = CMi × S1, i = 1; 2 where S1 is the 1-sphere and CMi =Mi × [0; 1]=Mi × {1} is the
PL-cone of Mi. Call pi the vertex of CMi. Note that, by construction, Y1 and Y2 come equipped
with PL structures.
Lemma 3.1. There is a homeomorphism f :Y1 → Y2; such that f|Y1\({p1}×S1) and f|{p1}×S1 are
PL.
Proof. First; denote by (CM2)∪% (M2× [0; 1]) the space obtained by identifying m∈M2 ⊂ CM2 with
%(m) = (m; 0)∈M2 × [0; 1]. Let & :S1 → S1 be the identity. We have
3.1.1. Y2 = CM2 × S1 ∼=PL [(CM2) ∪% (M2 × [0; 1])]× S1 = (CM2 × S1) ∪%×& (M2 × [0; 1]× S1)
Because the euler characteristic of S1 is zero we have that H × S1 is trivial (see [4]), that is
H×S1 ∼=PL (M2×S1)×[0; 1] (and we assume that the PL homeomorphism satis>es (m; ') → (m; '; 0),
for (m; ')∈M2 × S1 ⊂ H × S1). Then, from 3.1.1 we obtain Y2 ∼=PL (CM2 × S1) ∪%′×& (H × S1) =
(CM2 ∪%′ H)× S1 where %′ is the obvious map.
But CM2 ∪%′ H is homeomorphic to CM1 by a homeomorphism that is PL outside the vertex (see
[12]). So Y2 is homeomorphic to CM1 × S1 = Y1. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Hence Y1 and Y2 are homeomorphic by a homeomorphism that is PL outside {pi} × S1 and
also when restricted to {pi} × S1. Note that these spaces are not PL equivalent because the link
pair in (Yi; {pi} × S1) of a point in {pi} × S1 is PL equivalent to (Mi; {two points}) (see [14, p.
50]). Finally, because of 2:5 and the fact that the product of two piecewise *at non-positively
curved >nite simplicial complexes is piecewise *at non-positively curved, both Y1 and Y2 ad-
mit non-positively curved piecewise *at triangulations Ki; i = 1; 2, compatible with the PL
structures.
Note that Yi is not geodesically complete. We can solve this in two ways.
3.2. First way. Here; we essentially glue tori to the free faces: because of Lemma 3.1; there is a
PL homeomorphism between M1×S1 and M2×S1. Let Li be a subdivision of Ki such that this PL
homeomorphism is simplicial with respect to the Li|Mi×S1 ; i=1; 2: Let Li be the set of all simplices
of Li|Mi×S1 of highest dimension. Finally; de>ne (see 2:2) Xi = T (Yi;Li); i= 1; 2. Then both Xi are
geodesically complete (by 2.3).
3.3. Second way. This method gives “less singularities”. We use relative hyperbolization (see for
example [10] or [5]). Recall that the relative hyperbolization h(K; L) of a pair (K; L) of simplicial
complexes is obtained by replacing the simplices of the barycentric subdivision of K that are not in
L by a canonical hyperbolized simplex. The result has the property that if L is non-positively curved
(with respect to a piecewise *at metric de>ned on K) then h(K; L) is also non-positively curved
(here we use “the product with an interval procedure” see [5; p. 335]). Now let W; compact; be such
that @W =M1. If M1 is not a boundary we can take W =CM1. De>ne Yi=(CMi×S1)∪*i (W ×S1);
i = 1; 2 where *1 is the identity and *2 is a homeomorphism that is a simplicial map (with respect
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to some subdivision of M2 ×S1). Finally; de>ne Xi = h(Yi; CMi ×S1); i=1; 2: Then; again; both Xi
are homeomorphic by a homeomorphism that is PL outside {pi} × S1. Also both admit piecewise
*at complete non-positively curved triangulations. These spaces are not PL equivalent because of
the same reason as before. Note that the Xi are manifolds outside the one dimensional stratum that
is PL equivalent to a >nite number of S1.
4. Milnor’s example
Let H be the PL h-cobordism between M1 and M2 of the previous section. De>ne the PL cone
Y1 = CM2 and de>ne also Y2 = CM2 ∪% H where % is as in 3.1.1. Note that both Y1 and Y2, by
construction, come equipped with PL structures. Because Y1 is a PL cone, it admits a piecewise
*at non-positively curved triangulation. On the other hand, Lemma 2:4 implies that if Y2 admits
a piecewise *at non-positively curved triangulation then H is trivial. Also Y1 and Y2 are not PL
homeomorphic but they are homeomorphic by a homeomorphism that is PL outside the cone point
(see [12]).
Note that the Yi are not geodesically complete. To solve this problem we can proceed as follows.
Choose a non-positively curved triangulation K1 for the PL cone CM1 (see 2:5) and a triangulation
K2 of H such that K1|M1 =K2|M1 . LetKi be the set of all simplices of Ki|M1×S1 of highest dimension.
De>ne X1 = T (CM1;K1) and X2 = T (CM2 ∪% H;K2) where % is as in 3:1:1. Note that both X1 and
X2, by construction, come equipped with PL structures.
Then X1 can be given a non-positively curved complete piecewise *at triangulation. Also X1 and
X2 are not PL homeomorphic but they are homeomorphic by a homeomorphism that is PL outside
the vertex. The following lemma is an application of Lemma 2:4.
Lemma 4.1. If X2 admits a non-positively curved subdivision then H is trivial (i.e. is a product).
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